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The object of thfs note is  to provide an fntroductfon  to a

comprehensfve  and  detailed study of flap lift whfch  is  to follow this

note.

A very powerful equation for flap lift cavitation hlas  been derived

as a result of all previous flap lfft  investigations. lip  until this

report flap control of cavitation was not a state of the! art concept*

Now that an easy to understand, accurate method of determfning cavitation

characteristics has been derived futher applications and extensive in-

vestigations of flap control are possible at a greatly reduced cost

since the need for costly computer time and extensive programs is no

longer required.

Through the use of known equations for incidence lift and Allen's

flap velocity distributions the foil cavitation equation was derived.

A check was performed on the resulting bucket by assuming a zero.pftch

angle and trimmed flaps, and comparfng  it to the curve flor  zero flap

deflection and the curve for fncfdence  lift. Deflection angle.equatfons

for the desired lg case have been formulated through the use of

"reference terms" which were in themselves derived as a necessity to

this note.
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INTRODUCTION:

The purpose of thfs note, ffrst  fn a series of related notes on -

flap lfft  CavltatfOn,  is  to establfsh the basfr for a detafled  and

rigorous Investigation of the flapped fofl for use in hydrofoil

designs. .

This first note will fnclude  the following:

1. A review of prevfous  flap lfft cavftatfon  work (Vlydrodynamjc

Note AG-5),  and fncjdence  lift cavftation  advanoements  (Hydro-

dynamjc  Note AG-18). Thfs  will establish the basic equations and

concepts fnvolved  in the fjnal flap lift cavltatfon  equation.

2. The derivatfon  of the basic section cavitat$on  bucket for the

flap lift case and a presentatfon of the results in graphical

form  wfth apractical example.

3. A derivatdon  and illustration of the section cavitatfon  bucket

which evolves fromthe  basic foil loading form, w/s. Explanatfon

of all new varfables and symbols will be included.

4. A step by step dlscusslon  of the unfque  W/S),ef  and (w/5)' terms.

6. Investigatfon  of cavftat1on  flap deflection angles, .( Ccavltatlon).

6. Introduct!on  to future flap lift hydrodynamfc  notes with  a brfef

consfderatlon  of optimMng  the characteristics  of:



b. Smooth and Rough Water Cavitation Characteristics

c.  Foil Drag

d.  Hinge Moments

.

Employing  the flap lift system to hydrofoil vehicles will expand

the realm of hydrofoils in the future. First, larger ,foils  with spans

in excess of twenty feet will become possible without the excessively

large control system required if only incidence lift control were employed.

Second, the problem of cavitation will'become slightly reduced by expand-

ing the boundries of the illustrative foil cavitation Ibucket.

All of the equations have been reduced, and all constants have been

I

selected for application to the AG(EH)  forward foil. Application to any

other foil may of course be considered.
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CONCLUS  I UNS :

I..

Equations 7 and 14 of this note define the two dimensional section

and the three dimensional foil cavitation-buckets for the flap lift case.

The construction of these buckets allows visualization of how the flaps

expand the region of cavitation-free operation, thus allowing performance

at reduced speeds and greater foil loadings.

A breakdown of the foil cavitation bucket equation into those terms

unique to flaps allows the construction of equations which determine

allowable flap deflections for lg operation, and the first sign of cavi-

tation. With the variation of pitch and incidence angles and the applica-

tion of the flap deflection equatfons  a complete catalogue of restricting

flap angles can be compiled for stability and control purposes. The

relationships fonulated iri this report shall provide a reference and a

basis for all flap lift investigatfons.
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In  beginning this discussion and evaluation of flap lift and its: :... 8
cavitation characteristics two major  assumptions must be made in order

to proceed with the derivationof  the cavitation bucket.

The first problem considered -arises f;m the fact that the peak

values for pitch lift, incidence lift, and flap lift do not occur at

the same spanwise  locations on the foil. So the.first  assumption made

shall be that the largest (C,/CL)ma,  values that occur on each lift

coefficient shall be the ones used in the derivation, disregarding their

location on the foil. This will assure that the derived cavitation bucket

will account for that critical station where the first sign  of cavitation

begins. Incorporatfng  Into the theory the concept of full span flaps the

ewW (Cl/CL)f - (C,/Ck]s can be made for simplicity. So for a

given foil configuration a total C, can be determined, and since a normal

to the quarter chord dynamic pressure Is  known the total section foil

loadings, w/s,  at the critical span station can be determined by the

relation:

c,q = w/s

Thfs directs the theory to a second problem  and assumption. If the

Cl's  vary along the span, what is the average foil loading on the foil?

This  Is necessary to detenfne because in investigating a single section

at an arbituary  spanwise  location a transformation to a fofl cavitation

*,j

bucket IS not possible unless an average section fnil loading can be
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detr mined. No single Cl/$  ratfo &ll caky  the derfvatfon  from.the2., -*A_  .',:.'.:.
sect'ior.  Bucket to the.  fof,l  bucket:because.bth&  sectf onloadfng has, as

. . . ., . I ,g:. .I :
was stated before, three.compdne!ltj.associ~~~d  with C,,/CL  ratfos.  It

,: .'
1s  the decomposition of the section loading .and  the reassembly  of the

average fofl.  loadings which constitute the bulk of the cavitation

bucket. At this point a clarification in foil loading terminology should

be made. W/S from this pofnt on ~111 denote the foil loading for the

three dfmensfonal foil whereas w/s will be the two dfmensfonal  section

foil loadtng. The differing factor being $ and Cl respectively.

The definition of w/s is:

(1) (w/s)6 + b&If  + (w/do  + (W/S)~  = w/s

This relatfonship  can be derived from the terminology just discussed.

The only unknown term for flap lift control is (w/s)~  :

(2) (W/d6  = w/s - (w/d'  - h/&

The derivation of the section bucket wfll proceed from this point

starting with Equatdon  37 of reference  1. The most basic local

velocfty  dfstributfon  over the section can be wrjtten,

(3) G-= v/v 2 AV/V : (Cl'  t Claf  T Cl feff)  A=/V ’ cl& AV/V)f

where Clb Is  basic flap loadfng and Claf  - Clf-  Clb , anId  where
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i5 ’ - w + 5feff’ So a general fon of huatfon  46 of Reference 1

can be written as,

Thfs is  now a very basic equatfon in  the linear form of y = b + mx. - '

It should be noted that the term C,'  includes both pf tclh and fncfdence

lift sfnce  they are fndfstfngufshable on the sectfon.  At thfs pofnt

C,'  will be used for camber and fncfdence lffts only. Equatfon  5

becomes,



The equation can

Note that this  is  still in the slope intercept &form  with Cl - x.
:*'; . F ~ :+i+,  I:':  , "._,

Equation 7 is now the equatfon,u$ed~:to:graphically  represent the,. . ., I .: “I.
section cavi  tatfon bucket. Figure 1 shows{?  very general section~
cavitation bucket. It can be seen 'that theupper  area is the allowable

and most restricting operating area. A practical applicatfon  of this

representation is seen in the following example.

If a foil section were operating at point A, at a giver&  and at

a given Cl - L/&)ov*S,  where ,the  S associated wfth the Cl is area, the

section could increase its Cl by decreasing its speed or increasing the

lift. This would advance*point  A towards the right of the graph.

Cavitation would not occur anywhere on the section until point A' was

reached. At this location cavitation would occur on the upper leadii,>

surface. In examining point B as it moves towards the right of the

graph it will incur cavitation on a middle chord station before

cavitating on the leading stations. What this graph is basically

showing is a linear connection of the low pressure regfons of the fGii

section through a range of Cl's or simply a range of speeds.

In order for the derivation to contfnue  an explanation of "cavitation

dynamic  pressure" must be given.

Since  the 160(.390)08  section for the AG(EH)  is defined as a section

normal  to the quarter chord the velocity'component that passes over the
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FIGURE 1 Illustrative  Example of Sectfon  Cavitation Bucket



nonal  to the quarter chord Is the velocity  responsible for producing

the fofl cavftation. See Figure  i.  Si a new definttion  of q must

be given. Basf tally, through simple geometry,

q’ ‘I q cos*n

,:

I -.

i,  :.

Now reconsidering the slope intercept form of the cavitatfon  bucket:

Rearrangfng, .

I
f-

Multfplyfng through by q' , since the fnterest is in  the cavftatfon  of the
I
1
I

sectfon  and the section foil  loading.

.

For the flap ljft case (w/s)' - (w/s)f + (w/s)~.

I

i

i
. /
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The component of velocity that is responsible for
creatzg  the cavitation on the foil is the normal component
to the foil. Since there fs an Infinite i3IIIOlJnt  of normals to
a swept-tapered foil, the normal component to the quarter
chord is used since the quarter chord marks <the location of
the aerodynamic  center of the foil sections. Thus Vcos~
Is incorporated into the dynamic pressure equation to form q'.

FIyure 2 Deffn'ftion  of q'

..-  . . . .,



Employing the parameter ,f Into th;t equation,

01)

w

J
c

a

Recallfng

,



and substftuting the relations from'Equation  9 and expressing

the section loadfngs on the right in terms.of  foil loadiings,



,

This is Equation 24 of Reference 2. Reconsidering the fact (C,/CL)i  =

(C,/CL)s,  the parameter9i reduces to zero.

Thus,

Where (W/S)'  involves all lfft  coefficients except that coefficient which

is associated with the type of lift fmposed on the foil in deriving the

cavitation bucket. So,
I

c1
WS)' * (CL),  + (CL)& + (CL) + feff

VL

cl l e f f
Ther term for residual lift, , Is the lift associated with the sectlons

fn  the normal plane. VCL

This is now the general equation for the three dfmenslonal  foil cavitation

bucket. It should be noted that bouyancy is not considered in the derivation.

An illustration of this bucket is shown In Figure 3, ..
Basically the explanation is the same as that regarding Figure 1 but

r. In thfs case cavitation wfll appear somewhere on the span as compared to i,
somewhere on the section, -', In usfng  this foil bucket to determIne the non- I

1 4
_ ._. - -._-.,.-- - ---
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cavitating re;ime  of operation it must be noted that the buc~ket  was

derived using q' and not q. So in order to determine the correct CL

and thus the correct cperating  speed, CL must be multfplied Iby the factor

CL is not . 9

but
CL is q/q' y

So in sunanarizing Part I of this discussion it can be sleen  that the

expression for the flap lift foil cavitation bucket is:

which can be derived from the equation for section cavitation  bucket,

It is to the readers advantage to investigate the derivation of the

Incidence Lift Cavitation Bucket discussed in Reference 2. The two

equations, incidence lift and flap lift, are derived in quite similar

manners. Being exactly the same except for the inclusion  of the velocity

distribution over the flap, which is in the term, and except for the

definition of the (W/S)'  term . The incidence lift starts with the basic

definition of the cavitation number:

_-_ i ._, .er-pU-----&l -._  . .

1 6
. -.--- -b... _ . . .--L."-..0.'  -.
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and through algebraic  manipulation  the equation for incidence lift, with

zero pitch, reduces to

It can be seen that the equations fbr incidence lift and flap lift reduce

to the same-quanitles when the specific case of S = 0, and L= 0 is used.

(Incidence  Lift)

(Flap Lift)

1 7
a... ,. .._._ *..

- .._._.-___ ..-_- . . . .., _ _ . -..-



At the point on the 1.255  chord station wfth  6 = [I and 4 a 0, the

flapped foil becames  an incidence foil. This point can be mathematically
computed to be:

substituting and solving forJ-S and then Vk,
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The procedure for gofng from Equatfon 17 to Equatf on 18 f s the basf s

for Reference 2 and f s too lengthy to be covered fn thf s note, Ff gure

4 shows the foil fncfdence  bucket using the gfven sectfon velocity

dfstrfbutfons.

PART II: REFEREXE  LIFT COEFFICIENTS- -

It should be toted that the foil  lift coefficient, CL does'not

appear anywhere in the foil cavitatfon  bucket derivation for flap lift.

But the foil lift coefficients are found in the terms W/S)i,  W/S)o,  and

w/s) , and these foil loadings are related to those loadings of the se

section bucket through the terms (C1)f, Cl
feff

, and (Cl)-:. These six

above mentioned terms shall be referred to as reference 11ft coefficients,

The incidence and pitch reference foil loadings are easily defined

as:

. ws)f = K&l'@ CL iq'

(w/s) = (C&q'% CL;&.

._-_--  _.._  -- .-- ,..-  _  .-_-.
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Note that q' Is employed and not q. In order to determine a definition

for (W/S),  its definition must be retraced,

The W/S)o  is loading due to the camber of the foil. (W/!j)o  is a component

of (W/S)'.

5(W/S), - (w's)o = (c if!&': q'
c,/cL,, 1 Li

The reference section lift coefficients at the critical span stations

are:

(Vi = (C&  (Cl/CL)f

cl - cl
ieff feff

(WI
(Cl/CL) 1

In order to interpret the cavitation bucket as it is related to flap

deflection another Eference  foil loading is required. This term shall be

denoted W/S),,, which has previouslybeen present in the incidence lift

case derivation, (AG-18). The subscript "ref  ' is reserved for the

product  of a lift coefficient and the streamwise dynamic pressure.

+ $0 + tCL)m  q + (i&j1
Thfs term Is  multlpurpose  in use in regards to the flap lift case.

It takes into consideration all the factors of flap lift, namely the

pitch, the Incidence, and the flap deflection and determines the operational

zero flap deflectlon range in the bucket. This *ference  term can also

be used to determine the validity of the CL term used in the previous

foil bucket equation derIvatfon.
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CL  = cLacI+  CLf

i + c&
. ‘+ + cL*

,, . .
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This ten provfdes  a check on the entIre  theory of deriving  the

section and foil cavitation buckets. The lift coefffcients  due to pitch

and incidence are obvious in their origin, whereas the residual lift coe-

fficient, or that lift due to camber requires conmnt  at this  time.

If the effects of the pod are neglected the zero lift angles for

incidence and section zero lift are  equal.

60 = 9 leff- -
CL a

Then CL0 must equal:

(20)

For the best fnterpretatfon  of the.Lfndsey,  Stevenson, and Daley data

available this relation results in

cLo = (2.49) (.330/5.72)

n .144

as compared to the value of .lll  which was measured on the prototype. An

explanation of the'results  can be seen in Appendix I. For  a fofl of f9xed

pitch and Incidence the W/Slref term is a quadratic in vX extending UP

to the cavitation bucket boundary.
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In order to go directly  from the given  velocity dfstrfbution data

- to a foil cavftation  bucket, equatfon  tS must be used. Recalling equation

" jdyj/y+-)y=  t(~~)f++~  A+j(3l-
c

- w[F)'
and notfng  that the U/S present In the equation  does not include any

buoyancy tefm,

u/s - (WH + (U/S)~

(U/S)B = 0 in equation

ws)�  l U/S in equation for 3-D flap lift

Equation  15 can be further reduced by remembering the apsumptlon

of zero angle of attack. Uitha=  0, (C,),  s 0, and (Cl/CL)*=  0

the parameter~N  reduces to zem. Equation 15 can be slmplifled  to

2 3
. . . -..,-.I . .'

i
- - -

.___...- -_.--_. _ _,.  , _ ---e--- _ . . ..-  .-  r,~np~-*.------~:,~~
-_.  - *-.  . .



to the cavitation bucket boundary.

PART XIX: CONSTRUCTION OF THE CAVITATION BUCKETS

In order to graphically show the buckets and to in turn check the

validity  of the theory and graphs (See Part II) the flap lift case will

be compared to the fncldence  lift case, one assumption will be made.

The assumption being that the foil is operatfng at a zero degree angle

of attack.

Equation 7 is  the primary equation used in the construction of the

section cavitation bucket. An expansion of the term Cl'  is necessary

fn order to see all working terms.

(21) fi = y ? w (Cl)i  + Clleff  + (Cl),J
C

It is appropriate at this point to introduce the depth effect factor.

Because of free surface effects, which have a minor but not negligible

effect, Panchenkov's depth effect factor from Figure 13 of Ref. 3

fn a value of .g23 to be used as an applied factor to all reference load-

ings. Using the velocity distribution data from Abbot and Von Doenhoff's

Theory of Wing Sections, (andensedin  Table 1) and Allen's velocity dis-

tributions over a flapped section, Figure 5, expressions in the linear

form (y=b+mx) can be.detennined. These specific equations can be seen in

Table 2 where Cl has been equated to zero and unity. This then provides

the data necessary to construct the section cavitation bucket, Fig. 6,

for the AG(EH)  forward foil. Access to this graph allows one to follow

l an alternate method of foil cavitation bucket construction. See Appendix

II for this explanation. ,

2 4

,.
- .___-__  ..--.  -.-  ,
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where CLi  Is  derived from

at a design speed of fifty knots, and trimmed flaps

W),f = (w/q0  = 1435

This foil loading, being the design foil loading is then used in determin-

ing the value of (CL)i  for the flap lift case.

1(‘L)i + CL0 + (CL),,  9j-J  + (!&1 = 14.35

[(“Ii  + .923 (.lll) (7100) = 1435 - 90
1

(cL)I  + .1025 = 1347/7100  = .1894

(CL)i  = .0869

The corresponding incidence angle is approximately:

i t .0869
('L)i"Li  = l.923 9 2.16O

) (.0438)

Since all variables and parameters are known for Equation 22 a foil

cavitation bucket can be constructed. The equation was programed and

executed on a Hewlett-Packard 9810A calculator and the values are tabulated

on Table III. A long hand check can be seen in Appendix III. Figure 7

shows the completed foil cavitation bucket. Also on the graph are the

Wref and W/S)D  curves.

2 7
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The cavitation bucket equation is a very powerful analytical tool.

It allows the term (CL)r  to be used to compute a (CL)S independent of

the cavitatfon  bucket equation, This then allows the schedule for flap de1

deflectjon  to be determined. The Wlowing  equation can be employed when

it is desired to compute a (CL)s.

+ “0 + “* + CLr qD + (w/s)fj = 14351



At this point in  the dfscussf.on  both the derfvatfon  and graphical

representation  of the foil cavitation  bucket  have been completed.  How

do these results compare  to the  existing  incidence  lift system?  Ffgure  8

compares  the limiting  boundrfes  of the two different  cavitation  buckets. It

can be otserved  that the  flap lift case expands  the all  ready  known incidence

lift case boundrfes. In  order  for the flaps to  produce  enough  lift, g - 1,

a flap deflection  angle is required. In order  to determine  this angle

Equation  24 is used.

(24)

This provides  a concept  that will be investigated  in  future  notes;

the idea of combfning  incfdence  ard  pitch  angles  along with flap deflection

to provide  the required  1 g lift with a minimum  absolute  value  flap deflec-

tion. There  also lies in the re/gime  of the cavitation  bucket  a deflection

angle of cavitation:

(25) - (W/S)  - (W/S)'  '

- (w/s),,  + w/s+,  - w/s)' - "')B

q'cL&

Note: Positive  deflection  is a flap trallfng  edge downward.

From these last two relations  plots can be made,  (See Figure  9, and

Tables IV,  V) and the two deflectionscan  be compared.  There are two

points on the graph where&lgO=  gcav?. This could  pose a grave  problem  since '

the.  deflection  angles are wfthfn  operational  range. From Equations  24
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and 2 5lt can be seen that a positive deflection will move any point on

the Ws)ref curve toward the right, and any negative deflection will

transfer the point to the left.

in src7narizing  what has been emphasized in this discussion, it can be

seen that a set of very powerful equations have been derived. But the

equations are not so complex tbt a person wfth minimal  knowledge of

cavitation cannot comprehend them.

PART IV: OPTIMIZATIO:1 CONSIDERATIO;~S

Conflguratlons  which will optimize the flap lift s'ystem  ~411 be cov-

ered In future notes when sufficient data on the system can be gathered.

Major discussions of importance are:

A. Limited Flap Angles:

Determinatfon  and evaluation ?f the optimum flap angles when

combined with angles of incidence and pitch, a!nd which combina-

tion will result in least drag and incipient cavitation number.

B. Smooth Rater  Cavitation Bucket:

Investigations in the dlstortions,  expansions, reductions and

extentions of the cavitation bucket which Is produced in s;nooth

water, with emphasfs  on various foil loadings, flap, incidence

and pitch angles, and speeds.

C. Rough Water Cavitation Bucket:

Investigation in the distortions, expansions, reductions, and

extentfons Of the fodl  cavftation  bucket which is produced in

rough water with specfal emphasfs  on the effects caused  by

33



orbital velocity, and how to compensate for the varying wave

heights.

D. Foil Drag

Resistance on the forward foil will be evaluated for the various

combinations of flap, incidence, and pitch angles. These values,

combined with thedeteninal drag on the pod, will give the total

drag on the foil-pod configuration.

E. Hinge Homents

This will not be a consideration for flap lift.

.
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. SOURCES OF ERROR E C+o- -

If the derfvatfon  for CLf fs incorporated into Equatiion  20

Recalling 20:

so = - CLpx 0
I

CL' "feff

c1A

all of the sources of error can be displayed.

cLf

'Lo ='1, Proto Cl- Proto cl feff

ki Section

elf/ cl$ Proto is the area under the incidence  lift circulation

distribution on the span. Cl and C1 Section are distinct inter-
ieff

Pretatfons  Of the Lindsey,  Stevenson, and Daley data. Thus there are three

sources of error.

I) Nejther  the prototype nor the section experfmental data fs very

reliable.

ii) There Is an unestablished precision associated with the circulation

distribution,  particularly for partial span distributions and most

particularly

for sections not defined in the streamwise  plane. Note that a

sectlon defjned  in a normal plane has its angle of attack reduced

by the cosine of the sweep angle. If Equation 20 has this ln-

corporated In it the valve of CL0 comes to within 5% of the measured

prototype valve.

111)  There is undoubtedly some pod influence, particularly at the foil

root, whfch  fs not accounted for by treating jncidence  lift as a

full  chord, partial span flap case.
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SOURCES OF ERROR IN CL0

The most familiar manifestation of the prototype/theory CL, dis-

crepancy is the model/theory zero lift angle discrepancy which has been

noted for years. Note that for the AGEH:

Prototype

do I
- cLo' cLi

I - .111/2.49

I - .0496

I - 2.6 3 7% extreme

I - 2.7 to - 2.4

Theory

do = -c
'ieff '

C
' oI

P - .324/5.72

I - .0566

= - 3.24 .f 1x w

s - 3.66 to - 2.82

It should be noted that do is invariant with depth, and C, is
ieff

subject to depth effect.

Applying the cosA factor to the prototype, where CT is about

that much higher than theory, would resolve this discrepan  y.1 A

similar discrepancy exists for DOLPHIN and FLAGSTAFF where! the section

is defined strzamwise  with a much smaller sweep.

37
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&TERh(ATE  METHOD OF FOIL CAVITATION

BUCKET CONSTRUCTION

A three dimensional foil cavitation bucket can be constructed by

the to be mentioned procedure only after the construction of a precise

section cavitation bucket has been completed.

The procedure  is as follows,

1 :Step Choose 6 minimum of three val%es of K and its

corresponding Cl. Care must be taken when moving from upper

to lower surface or vice versa since the ratfo Cl/CL)& changes.

Three valves are necessary since the foil bucket is not linear.

2 :Step Calculate corresponding valves of VK and W/S.

s-l+Po-Pv
9

q = PO - Pv = 'A p v

q

(3952) (1.6889)*  VKz = PO - Pv

S-l

= Pa t )0gh - Pv

S-l

= 2116 + 64(9.33)  - 72

and where W/S Is sjmpb):

w/s = Cp’  /cl/cL)6

39
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Step 3: Now corresponding values of Vk and W/S can be determined. These

can then be plotted with W/S befng the dependent variable and Vk being

the independent vardable.
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VERIFICATIOT4 OF FOIL CdVlTATfUX

BUCKET PROGRAY

substftutfng valves:

= 2105.71 as compavd  to the HP value of 2105.82
-

42
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DEFINITION OF C, :- -
ieff

There is a basic lift curve slope associated with the section camber

for every section on the span given any angle of attack. At any angle of

attack the camber is producing a lift, which shall be called from this

point on in this series of notes, Cl
ieff'

at every station on the span.

c1 ieff
= -cl 04 o

The coefficient of C,
i

comes from Lindsey, Stevenson, and Daley,

Reference 7. Th

value used for C

In comparing

s value, multiplied by the section Cl I) results in the
i

of .324.
ieff

the relationship between CL0 and Cl it shall be assumed
ieff

that a zero lift angle is being used so there is no variation in lift and

every station on the span will be acting along the zero lift angle.

where CL / CL. is the ratio of the areas under the lift curve slopes.

These curves ian be found in Reference 3.



The number resulting, .141,  is larger than the prototype value of

.lll,  which is in itself large since sweep was not taken into consideration,

but by applying a factor equal to the cosine of the sweeip angle (.817),

the value of CL0 can be reduced to near that of the prototype.
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SYMmLS

a. All dimensions in ft./#/sec./Fad.  unless otherwise  noted.

b. Parenthesis read "due to"; e.g. (CL), * CL due to flap deflection,

cL66.

C. Primes indicate normal to the quarter chord.

cL Foil .Lfft  Coefficient, L/qs

CLo Residual Lift Coefficient

cLi Incidence Lift Curve Slope, dCi/di

cL- Pitch Lift Curve Slope, dCL/dd

'L6 Flap Lift Curve Slope, dCL/d6

cl Section Lift Coefficient

cl

+f

Cl at Zero Flap. (C+i  + Clfeff

Cl for flap deflection, C,o' dd/d6

YCL Measure of Spanwise  Lift Distribution

c1f Design Lift coefficient

cl feff See Appendix IV

h Depth

9

I

L

pA

Acceleration of Gravity

Incidence Angle

Lift

Atomspheric Pressure (2116 psf)

pv Vapor Pressure (72 psf)

Dynamic Pressure, $ p V2

l+ct
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“k

v/v

Speed in Knots

Local Velocity Distribution Due to Thickness

rW/”

A'J/") f

ova/V

Local Velocity Ratio Increment Due to Camber

Local Velocity Ratio Increment Due to Flap
Basic Load

Local Velocity Ratio Increment Due to addi-
tional Load, Angle of Attack and/or Flap
Deflection

w/s) Hydrodynamic Foil Loading
H

w/s
w/s)B

w/s)D

WLf .

wq

w/s 1s

w/s),,;

CL

s

3I'

3d

P

c+

A

v

5

Section Foil Loading

Buoyant Foil Loading, B/S

Design Foil Loading

Pitch Foil Loading, CLpBq'

Incidence Foil Loading, CLiiq'

Flap Foil Loading, CL5Sq'

Reference Foil Loading

Angle of Attack

Flap Deflection, Positive Nose Up

Spanwise  Load Distribution Parameter, C,/CL)i -,

vi-

Spanwise  Load Distribution Parameter, C1/CL)~  -1

q7q-r

Density, 1.9905 lbf set'/ ft4

Cavitation Parameter, (PA - Pv +;Pgh)/g

Flap Load Distribution Parameter,Jpa/V  - AV/V)A

Sweep Angle

Chordwise Velocity Distribution
v/v ,+ av/V ; va/V CL

ieff

A Flap Chordwise Lift Distribution Parameter

48
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CALCULATION TABLE I I

I
. j

1.25 ;670 + (.620)(.4129)  + (1.346-  .62O)C,  - .925  + .726Cj
- - - - - -_ _p-__ -

2 . 5 .818 + (.439)(.4129)  + (.970  - .439)$’  - .999  + .531$
c -- - __-__----  -- -_-_ --
i 5.0 .919 + (.301)(  .4129) + (686 - .301&  - 1.04 + .385C,-__. -- - -

4 0 1.098 + (.OlO)(  .4129) + (.196  + .OlO)C,  - 1.102 + .186C,- ---.-
i 50 1.117 + (-.027)(.4129)  + (.160  + .027)C,  - 1.105 + .187C,

1.131 + (-.071)(.4129)  + (.131  + .071)c,  - 1.101 t .202CJv---  ,--. I

IL. 1 136 + (-.138)(.4129)  -- .--- t (.103  __.- + .138)c, - 1.079 t
I 80 I

.241  -_-- sl
1.123 + (-.477)(.4129)  + (-076 + -477)~  o -926  + .5534  1

r-

I-I
L1.25 ’ 1.380 - (-.620)(.4~29)  + (-1.346 + .62O)C,= 1.156 - .726_rl-- --- -_____

L2.5t-l 1.284 - t-.439)(  .4129) + (-No + .439)ci=  1.125 - .531~,- - - - I__--____  __ _.~___  _ _ _

450. 131 - (-.30!)(.4129)  + (-,686 + .301&a  1.092 - .385$

.

1 -----~--  -
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TABLE III

RESULTS OF FOIL CAVITATION. I
BUCKET EQUATION

Station, X Chord .

"K 1.25 2;5 5.0 40 50 . 60 70 80 L1.25 L2.5 L5.0 G@

5

to

15

20 -

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

iapB

dr
m

329 445

585 780

787 1031

949 1218

to85 1358

t202 1464

1308 1544

1408 1606

1506 1655

1 6 0 4 1694

1703 ' 1725

1806 1750

1913 1771

2024 t 789

2141 1804

$09 '1247 1243

1060 2144 2143

1385 - -

1614 - -

1770 - -

1870 - -

1927 - -

1951 - -

1948 - -

1922 - -

1878 - 2403

1815 2138 2001

1704 1545

? 039

483

1151

1979

2315

1960

1556

-1108

615

968 432. -

1672 768

2165 1033
1247 0.

1424 -

1578

1718 -

1849 -

1977 -

2105

2352 2236

2132 2371. ' -

1880 50.13 .
Alk-rl”

814

.

243 *  -  l

713 -. - -

13

553
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./’ CALCULATION TABLE IV

'k
6 O
&I

6 o p W/S)0  - ‘w/s),ef
lg qc

L 6

5 1001.39

10 242.76

1 5 102.28

2 0 53.11

2 5 30.35

30 17.99

35 10.53

40 5.69

'k slg”

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

2.38

0.009

-1.74

-3.08

-4.12

-4.94

-5.61

-6.15

.
.

‘.
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1.25% 5'

10

15

20

2 5

30.

35

4 0

4 5

5 0

* 55

CALCULATIOIJ TABLE V

w/s)” - ‘A/S)’
6 O=cav

6 Ocav

355.31

149.54

83.32

51.6:

33.73

22.46

14.92

9.64

5.80

2.94

0.71

V 6 O
k cav

2.5% 60

62.5

50% 65

6 7

69.3

L80% 65

61

6 0

-1.44

-2.33

-4.83

-6.91

-8.80

-10.99

-13.54

-14.40



CALCULATION TABLE VI

W/S) =ref [I(CL)  i + CL
0
+ CLS + CL]9

W/S) ' = ,('L)j  + 'Lo + Clieff/!C,/CL)r 1

w'S)ref

103.438
143.752
210.941
305.007
425.948
573.765
748.458
950.026

1178.471
1433.791
1715.987

* 2 0 2 5 . 0 5 9
2361.007
2723.830
3113.530

'k
5
10
1 5
20
25
30
3 5
40
4 5

:z
6 0
65

W/S)  ’

104.940
149.759
224.457
329.036
463.493
627.830
822.046

1046.142
1300.117
1583.972
1897.706
2241.320
2614.813
3018.185
3451.437
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